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Abstract 
A search for scalar leptoquarks has been performed with data from the OPAL detector at the e+e-
storage ring LEP. In a data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 6.3pb-1 no evidence 
for leptoquark production was observed where the leptoquark decays into a quark and either a charged 
lepton ( e, p., r) or a neutrino. An upper limit of 1. 7 pb on the production cross section for leptoquarks 
is obtained assuming a branching ratio of 50% for the decay of the leptoquark into the channels with 
a charged lepton. Lower limits on the leptoquark mass between 41.4 and 46.4GeVjc2 at 95% CLare 
obtained, depending on the effective SU(2) X U(1) invariant couplings assigned to the leptoquark. 
(Submitted to Physics Letters B) 
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1 Introduction 
The Standard Model does not contain any motivation for the generation structure of fermions or 
for the symmetry between quarks and leptons. In order to explain such properties, models based 
on Grand Unified Theories, Superstrings, or Compositeness have been proposed which require new 
kinds of interactions and new types of particles. Several of these models [1] predict the existence of 
leptoquarks x, a new type of particles carrying lepton number as well as baryon number. This paper 
reports on the search for leptoquarks in Z 0 decays recorded with the OPAL detector at the e+e-
collider LEP. The search is restricted to scalar leptoquarks which are assumed to be their lightest 
representatives. 
The prediction of both the production and decay mechauisms ofleptoquarks depends on the specific 
model used. However, for leptoquarks with mass below 45 GeV/ c2 which can be pair-produced at LEP, 
some of the couplings are constrained by low energy measurements [2]. For example the absence of 
K+ -+ ,.+vv or D0 -+ p.+ J.l- decays constrains the non-diagonal terms in the coupling matrix of x 
to quarks and leptons to about 5 x 10-5 for the first two generations. The magnitudes of the third 
generation couplings are not constrained by these measurements since these terms are not accessible at 
low energies. In addition, some models propose a mass dependent coupling Axql ~ 1/2Jmq · mz/ Mw 
allowing larger off diagonal terms for the third generation. In this letter the restriction for leptoquarks 
to decay only within one generation of fermions is called family diagonal. As this restriction decouples 
the ferruion families, it implies the existence of a family structure also for leptoquarks. 
The production yield in e+e- collisions is given by the coupling of x to the photon and to the Z 0 . 
Whereas the coupling to the photon is unambiguously given by the electric charge, the coupling to 
the Z 0 depends on the weak group structure of leptoquarks. The quantum numbers of leptoquarks 
with effective SU(2) x U(l) invariant couplings are summarized in [3]. The smallest coupling occurs 
for a weak isosinglet charge 1/3 leptoquark which yields about 3 X 10-5 of the hadronic cross section 
on the Z 0 resonance. Leptoquarks with electron quantum number can also be produced or exchanged 
in the t-channel. Such processes were not considered in the current analysis as their cross sections are 
negligible. 
Based on the above assumptions, only family diagonal decays were considered in the first two 
generations and family mixing decays were allowed in the third generation. Therefore rare decays of 
the Z 0 of the type Z 0 -+ /lqq were searched for, where the l's are either neutrinos or charged leptons: e, 
p. orr's. Assuming lepton number conservation in the XX production both leptons are from the same 
generation. The family mixing in the third generation allows decays of the type XX -+ r+ vTq2; 3 ii1; 3 , 
which would otherwise require the decay into a t-quark, inaccessible at LEP. Since the leptoquarks 
decay into either vq or /q events of the following topologies were sought: 
o Jets with two isolated charged leptons. 
• Jets with one isolated charged lepton and missing energy. 
o Jets with missing energy. 
No effort was made to identify the quark species. 
Previous searches at other e+ e- colliders set a lower limit of 28 Ge V / c2 on the mass of a scalar 
leptoquark [4]. Experiments at pji colliders (5] exclude leptoquarks decaying into muons with masses 
up to about 35 GeV/c2 • The present search is sensitive to masses up to about 45 GeV/c2 • 
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After a short description of the OPAL detector the event selection for this analysis is summarized. 
Then the search for leptoquarks in the various event topologies is presented. The non observation of 
a signal is translated into limits on the leptoquark mass and on the production cross section. 
2 The OPAL Detector 
This analysis is based on the central tracking chambers, the electromagnetic calorimeter and the 
muon detection system of the OPAL detector [6). The central tracking system provides up to 183 
space points per track and close to 100% tracking efficiency for charged tracks in the polar angle 
range defined by I cos 81 < 0.92. High energy tracks are measured with a momentum resolution 
IT(p )fp2 "" 2.2 X 10-3 GeV-1 . The electromagnetic calorimeter consists of a cylindrical array of 9,440 
lead glass blocks in the barrel region (I cosO I< 0.82) and 2,264lead glass blocks in the two endcap 
regions (0.81 <I cosO I< 0.98). It has a typical energy resolution of t1E/E"" 3% forE"" 45GeV. 
The hadron calorimeter consists of 9 layers (8 layers in the endcap region) of limited streamer tubes 
interleaved with 10 em iron slabs. Muons are identified by the hadron calorimeter and by four layers 
of muon chambers surrounding the hadron calorimeter. The OPAL detector covers about 98% of the 
solid angle and measures the visible energy with a resolution of typically 11% thus providing a good 
measurement of missing momentum. 
3 The Data Sample 
The data used in this analysis correspond to an integrated luminosity of 6.3 pb- 1 equivalent to about 
160, 000 visible Z 0 decays, recorded at centre of mass energies between 88.2 and 94.3 GeV. 
The decay of two leptoquarks leads preferentially to final states with a high multiplicity and a 
large energy deposition. To preselect such events the following criteria were applied: 
• An event had to contain more than 5 charged tracks. Each track had to have more than 50% 
of the possible number of measured space points and at least 20 measured space points. The 
transverse momentum of the tracks with respect to the beam axis had to be more than 0.1 Ge V /c. 
Their distance of closest approach to the interaction point had to be less then 2.5 em in the plane 
transverse to the beam axis (I do I) and less than 50 em along the beam direction (I zo I). 
• The scalar sum of all charged track momenta had to exceed 10 GeVfc. 
o An event had to contain more than 8 separate energy depositions (clusters) in the leadglass 
calorimeter. The energy of each cluster had to exceed 170 MeV in the barrel region and 250 MeV 
in the endcap region. 
o The total electromagnetic energy had to exceed 10 Ge V. 
• The thrust axis was required to be well contained in the detector by demanding that the polar 
angle E>thru•t satisfied I cos E>thru•t I< 0.9. To calculate the event thrust, both tracks and 
electromagnetic clusters were used. 
In the initial data set of approximately 160, 000 visible Z 0 decays these criteria were fulfilled by 
124,459 events. This event sample was used for the search of leptoquark topologies with two isolated 
leptons. 
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For the decay channels with at least one neutrino, additional cuts were applied to select events 
with an observed energy imbalance. This selection which, at the same time rejected background 
processes yielding unobserved energy due to neutrinos and particles escaping along the beampipe, 
followed closely the one applied in a previous p1~blication on the search for Higgs particles [7]: 
o An energy imbalance in the plane transverse to the beam of P1' > 6 GeV / c was required. 
The method of calculating the visible energy is described in [7]. It minimizes potential double 
counting of particle energies in the electromagnetic calorimeter and the tracking mambers. 
o To eliminate the potential tau pair background, events with less than 9 marged tracks were 
required to have thrust below 0.95. 
o The total energy deposit in the forward calorimeter covering the polar angle from 4 7 to 120 mrads 
had to be less than 2 Ge V. 
o In the region defined by I cos IJ I> 0.90 the energy deposit in the lead glass calorimeter had to 
be less than 35% of the total electromagnetic energy seen in the calorimeter. 
o The missing energy ( Emiu = Ecm - Ev;,) was required to be larger than zero and the polar 
angle of the missing momentum vector was required not to point into the forward direction 
(I cosiJI < 0.90). 
This tighter preselection reduced the number of events to 37,158. 
The decay of a heavy leptoquark into a quark and a marged lepton gives rise to the distinctive 
signature of an isolated lepton with an energy of typically half the beam energy. Correspondingly the 
decay into a quark and a neutrino leads to a missing energy of about half the beam energy. In both 
cases the leptons are typically isolated from the rest of the event. 
In searching for the decay mode with marged leptons, all tracks were considered that have a 
momentum between 4 GeV/c and 70 GeV/c, whim originate from the interaction point (I z0 I< 20 em) 
and whim have an associated cluster in the electromagnetic calorimeter. These tracks were then 
required to be isolated from all jets formed in the residual event by the cluster algorithm of [8]. A 
cut-off parameter djoin = 2.5 Ge V was used: The signal efficiency is almost independent of the moice 
of djoin· As a measure of isolation, the quantity 
(1) 
was used. Here E1 is the energy of the track considered and El{,j its angle to jet j. Higher isolation 
is defined by a larger value of p. An equivalent procedure was used for the isolation of the missing 
momentum, replacing the track momentum by the missing momentum vector. 
The distribution of p for all charged tracks and for the missing momentum is shown in figure 1 
together with the predictions of the JET SET parton shower Monte Carlo for standard multihadronic 
events [9]. The generated events were processed through a detailed simulation of the OPAL detec-
tor [10] and reconstructed in the same way as the data. The p-distributions are steeply decreasing 
with increasing p. For charged tracks the distribution flattens out for p above 3 GeV112 due to contri-
butions from jets consisting of a single track. The measured distributions show reasonable agreement 
with the expectations for multihadronic events. 
Experimental meeks were performed to evaluate the systematic uncertainties affecting the efficiency 
of finding isolated tracks and the quality of the reconstruction of the missing momentum. The effect 
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of the track quality cuts on the efficiency to find isolated tracks has been measured with 2 prong 
,+,- events collected during the same running period. The average efficiency was found to be 96.7%, 
varying by 1.8% over the momentum range of the leptoquarks. This variation was taken as the 
systematic error due to tracking efficiency. The degradation of the efficiency by potential ovedaps 
from additional tracks in the central detector is negligible. To study the experimental resolution 
in missing momentum, multihadronic events with an isolated photon [11] were used. Excluding the 
photon from the calculation of the missing momentum, the isolation of the missing momentum was 
compared with the isolation parameter of the photon giving a resolution of <7(p~; .. )/ p~;,. "' 30%. 
This resolution is well represented by the simulation. 
4 Search for Leptoquark Decays 
Each of the decay topologies of a pair of leptoquarks had been searched for separately. This allows 
the efficiency to be calculated for any combination of branching ratios fc = BR(x --+ lq) and In = 
BR(x--+ vq) for the leptoquarks to decay into charged and neutral leptons respectively. With Ecc, Ecn 
and Enn being the efficiency of detecting the decays with two charged leptons, a charged lepton and a 
neutrino and two neutrinos respectively, the total efficiency reads 
(2) 
(note lc +In= 1). 
The efficiencies were determined by simulating leptoquark production for which the differential 
cross section is given [13] by 
d<7 -~(33 • 2 n(tra2 2 _aG'" mMs-m1) G! 2 ( 2 2 )sm~) 
d cos e - 4 sm ~ s ex v'2 ex ex v. D( s) + 8tr ex v. + a. D( s) (3) 
Here (3 = pj E is the velocity of the leptoquark, s the square of the centre of mass energy, D( s) = 
(s- m1)2 + (rzmz)2 , v. = -1 + 4 sin2 ew and a.= -1 are the vector and axial couplings of the 
electron, ex and ex are the charge and coupling of the leptoquark to the Z0 , and a and G'" are the 
electromagnetic and Fermi couplings. The differential cross section was folded with the effect of initial 
state radiation [12], which reduced the cross section by about 30%. The leptoquarks were then made 
to decay isotropically into leptons and quarks. The two quark system in the final state was hadronized 
according to JETSET7.2. Finally the response of the detector was simulated. 
Based on this simulation the shape of the expected p distribution for a leptoquark of 40 GeV/c2 
mass is displayed in figure 1. Both for the charged and the neutral decay mode the leptoquark signal 
is seen to extend to very large values of p due to the presence of isolated tracks and neutrinos. 
The following discussion is divided into the search for leptoquarks which decay into electrons or 
muons and those that decay into taus. This separation is motivated by the much less pronounced 
signature due to the tau decay with its predominant hadronic decay modes and its reduced visible 
energy. 
Two isolated oppositely charged tracks were required. The most isolated track had to satisfy 
p1 > 1.8 Ge V 112 and had to be identified as an electron or a muon as follows: 
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• Electrons were identified by their response in the electromagnetic calorimeter. An electron can-
didate with momentum p had an associated energy deposit E in the electromagnetic calorimeter 
satisfying 0. 75 < E IP < 2. 
• A ·central detector track with an associated track "segment" in the muon detector was classified 
as a muon. Muon segments were associated to a charged track if the difference of the extrapolated 
azimuthal angle ¢ of the track and the muon segment was less then 100 mrad. 
From the 124,459 preselected events 69 were retained, to be compared to 62 ± 8 events expected from 
the simulation of multihadronic events. 
The p2-distribution of tracks with the second largest isolation is shown in figure 2a) for the 69 
events, for the expectation for multihadrons, and for a leptoquark of 40 Ge VI c2 mass. Whereas neither 
in the data, nor in the simulated multihadronic sample, are there any tracks with p2 > 0. 7 Ge V 112, 
leptoquarks have large values of p2 extending up to p2 ~ 6 Ge V 112 • Requiring the second isolated 
track to have p2 > 1.0 GeV112 removed all events in the data, while retaining about 60% (= <cc) of 
the Z 0 -+ XX decays. Table 1 shows the number of data events after the cuts, the expectations from 
the simulated multihadronic events and the signal efficiencies for the above requirements. In table 4 
the efficiencies are listed as a function of the leptoquark mass. 
In figure 1a), the slight excess of data for p-values in the range 1-2 GeV 112 indicates that the sim-
ulation tends to underestimate the isolation of tracks. Assuming that this also holds for leptoquarks, 
the signal efficiencies obtained from the simulation are rather conservative. The signal efficiency is 
affected by a systematic error due to the lepton identification. The efficiencies were obtained from 
e+ e- and p.+ p.- - pairs and found to be 89.5±1.0% and 86.2±1.3% respectively. The variation of the 
efficiency with momentum was obtained from a simulation; it was found to be 3%. Combined with the 
uncertainty in the tracking efficiency this resulted in a total systematic error of 4% for this selection. 
4.2 Search for XX -> ( ev or f.LV )qq 
In addition to a single isolated lepton these events would contain a substantial amount of missing 
energy escaping with the neutrino. Therefore the tighter event preselection described above was used. 
By demanding an isolated electron or muon candidate with p > 1.8 GeV112 31 events were retained, 
to be compared to 27 ± 5 multihadronic events expected from the simulation. 
Just as for the charged lepton, the missing momentum vector is, in general, isolated from the rest 
of the event. To select a possible leptoquark signal, either the isolation of the missing momentum 
had to be Pmiu > 1.5 Ge V 112 or the requirement on the isolated charged particle was tightened to 
p > 4 Ge V 112 • This left 5 events to be compared to the expectation of 6 ± 2 events. The neutrino 
also tends to give rise to an acolinear event structure. The acolinearity was measured by the angle a 
between the total momentum vector of all particles in the two hemispheres which were defined with 
respect to the thrust axis. The requirement IJacol = 180 - a < 10° removed the remaining events in 
the data while the simulation of multihadronic events predicted one event. The signal efficiency for a 
potentialleptoquark decay Z 0 -+ XX-+ qql±v was close to 50%. The effect of the cuts on the data, on 
the simulation ofmultihadronic events, and on the signal, can be found in table 2, the dependence on 
the leptoquark mass in table 4. The efficiency decreases with leptoquark mass due to the acolinearity 
requirements; it shows a maximum for leptoquark masses of about 40 Ge VI c2 . 
The systematic error on the efficiency of this selection is dominated by the error on lepton iden-
tification and by the quality of the reconstruction of the missing momentum vector. Increasing the 
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cut on Pmi" by 30% which corresponds to the missing momentum resolution, decreased the signal 
efficiency by 4%. This variation was considered as the systematic error due to Pmiu· Combining it 
with the other errors gave a total uncertainty of 5.4%. 
4.3 Search for XX --> ( ,+,- or rv )qij 
The predominant decay modes of the tau into one charged particle and neutrals leads to a less energetic 
charged track than seen in the electron and muon decay modes of the leptoquark. Since two or 
more neutrinos are expected, the events are characterized by a substantial amount of missing energy 
and momentum imbalance. Again the tighter event preselection defined above was used. To select 
the possible leptoquark signal, one isolated track with Pen > 1.5 GeV112 was required. The index 
indicates, that the isolation was this time calculated using charged tracks only, to allow tau candidates 
to have close by neutral energy, predominantly due to ,.o. In addition to the momentum and track 
quality requirements, candidate tracks with an additional good track closer than 15° were discarded. 
These cuts retained 1140 events while the simulation of multihadronic events predicted 967 ± 28 events 
(see table 3). 
Within multihadronic events, tracks surviving these cuts can be due to one quark or gluon frag-
menting very hard or to a substantial amount of neutral hadronic energy accompanying a single track. 
Such low-multiplicity 'jets' are mostly colin ear with the event axis and could be eliminated by requiring 
I cos8TA I< 0.98. Here eTA is the angle of the track to the thrust axis. 
To improve the isolation measurement for the taus, the following procedure was used. The charged 
and electromagnetic energy in a cone of 15° half angle around the track was summed up and the 
invariant mass from this energy and momentum sums was calculated. To retain only potential tau 
candidates the invariant mass was required to be less then 1.5GeV. For the tau candidates which 
consisted of the merged track and electromagnetic clusters the isolation parameter (pT) was calculated 
as usual, considering both charged tracks and electromagnetic clusters. 
Leptoquarks decaying into two taus were selected by demanding two oppositely charged tracks 
satisfying the above requirements. This left 25 events in the data, whereas JETSET predicted 15 ± 4 
events. In addition it was required, either that the r candidate with the second highest isolation 
satisfies P2 > 1.5 Ge V 112 or that the acolinearity angle of the event be larger than 18°. The correlation 
of 8acol and P2 is displayed in figure 2c). Whereas the data is clustered at low P'i and low 8acol, 
leptoquarks are expected to contribute at large acolinearities and large values of p. No event was 
found satisfying the requirements while 11.3% of the XX--> r+r-qij decays passed the selection. From 
the simulation of multihadronic events a background of 2.5 ± 1.4 events was expected. The systematic 
uncertainties are mainly due to the track quality requirements. From a comparison of the invariant 
mass distribution for tau pair events in data and simulation, the error on the invariant mass cut was 
found to be negligible. The dependence of the efficiency on the leptoquark mass can be found in 
table 4. The efficiency for a 25 Ge Vj c2 leptoquark is seen to be 50% lower than that for a 40 GeVjc2 
leptoquark; this is due to the requirement on the angle of the tau candidate to the thrust axis. 
Since leptoquarks of mass below 46GeVjc2 which are considered in this analysis can not decay 
into top quarks, the decay Z0 --> XX --> lvqij with all fermions in the third generation is forbidden. The 
decay topology rvTqij can only occur if one relaxes the restriction to family diagonal couplings AxqT· 
There are no strong experimental constraints for such couplings in the third generation; furthermore, 
as outlined in the introduction, the decay X --> rvTbc can be sizeable because of the higher masses of 
the decay products involved. 
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The decay into one tau and one neutrino was selected by demanding at least one charged track 
with the above properties. In addition Pmi .. > 3.5Ge V 112 and an acolinearity angle Oacol > 26° was 
required. This selected 17% of the XX --.. -rvqij events and discarded all events in the data. 
4.4 Search for XX -> viJqij 
Because of the almost identical topology, the analysis of the leptoquark channel involving two neutrinos 
followed exactly the search of this collaboration for the Higgs boson, in the process Z 0 --.. H 0 Z 0•; zo· --.. 
vii [7]. The cuts used in this analysis are summarized below: 
o An acoplanar event structure was demanded by selecting events with /3 < 164°, where /3 is 
the angle between the momentum vectors of the. two hemispheres (defined by the thrust axis) 
projected on the plane perpendicular to the beam axis. In addition, the three dimensional 
acolinearity angle was required to be o: < 154°. 
o The missing momentum vector was required to be isolated by demanding less than 2 Ge V of 
electromagnetic and charged energy in a cone of 30° half angle around the missing momentum 
vector. 
o The average (M1 + M2 )/2 of the two effective masses corresponding to the two hemispheres had 
to be less than 12.5 GeV or the energy in one of the hemispheres had to be less than 3 GeV. The 
first cut selects events with only one jet in each hemisphere, the second cut those events where 
both jets are in one hemisphere. 
After these cuts no events were retained. The efficiency of detecting two leptoquarks each of which 
decays into a neutrino, is typically 60% and is listed in table 4 for various leptoquark masses. As in 
[7], the systematic uncertainties in the selection procedure were dominated by the simulation of the 
detector response (2%) and fragmentation dependence (3%), giving a total uncertainty of 4% on the 
efficiency. 
5 Limits on Leptoquark Production 
From the absence of a signal for leptoquarks, limits can be set on their production cross section ( O"lim)· 
For the broad range of possible couplings to the Z 0 these limits can be interpreted in terms of the mass 
range, the coupling cx to the Z 0 and the branching fractions. The maximum allowed cross section for 
leptoquarks is given by 
1 ( NcL ) Ulim=- 2 2 L Ennfn + 2Enc/nfc + Eccfc (4) 
where the Eij is the efficiency of detecting the topology ij and f; is the branching ratio of a leptoquark 
decay (i,j = n, c). The indices nand c denote the neutral and the charged mode respectively. NcL is 
the number of events corresponding to the chosen confidence limit, and L the integrated luminosity of 
the data sample. Since no potentialleptoquark event had been found, NcL was taken as three events 
yielding a 95% confidence upper limit. As a conservative approach, no background subtraction was 
performed in calculating the confidence limits. 
In calculating the limiting cross section, the detection efficiencies have been reduced by the esti-
mated systematic error. In addition to the errors for the various selection procedures, an error of 1.6% 
for the luminosity measurement was taken into account. 
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The <Tti~ was then calculated for various branching ratios of the leptoquark decay and compared 
to the expectation assuming specific couplings of the leptoquark to the Z 0 • Assuming c" = ! sin2Bw, 
which gives the lowest coupling to the zo [3], leptoquarks decaying into electrons or muons with masses 
up 44.2 Ge Vf c2 are excluded, almost independently of the branching ratio. For leptoquarks decaying 
exclusively into taus, the mass limit is lower ( 4l.4GeVfc2, see figure 3a) ). 
Alternatively, fixing the branching ratio BR(x -+ z±q)=0.5 the upper limit of the cross section 
in terms of cx is given in figure 3b) as a function of mx. In table 5 the mass limits corresponding 
to the most general possible assignments of charge and weak isospin [3] to leptoquarks are listed. 
For leptoquarks decaying within one of the first two generations, the lowest efficiency obtained for 
a branching ratio fc = fn = 50% was used to calculate the mass limit. As these limits are almost 
identical for the two generations only one number is quoted. 
For the leptoquark decaying into taus, the limits are given for the branching ratios fc = 50% and 
100%. For the case that only family diagonal decays occur for leptoquarks of the third generation, 
the charge of the leptoquark is restricted to values of /qx/ = 2/3 or 4/3 and the branching ratio fc to 
100% or to zero. For these cases a lower limit of 45.0 Ge Vfc2 is obtained. 
In conclusion, no evidence has been found forleptoquark pro"duction in Z 0 decays. Searches have 
been performed for decays into all 3 generations of fermions, yielding lower limits at 95% confidence 
level of about 44.2 GeV/ c2 for the leptoquark mass. Thus the previous mass limits have been extended 
and also stringent limits on third generation leptoquarks have been provided. Similar limits were 
obtained in [14]. 
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Tables 
Cut Events JETSET Efficiency [% J for 
in data prediction 40 GeVjc2 Leptoquark 
electron muon 
Preselection 124459 89.1 
track pair, p1 > 1.8 Ge V 112 441 322 ± 18 75.5 
ident. Lepton 69 62 ± 8 67.5 65.1 
P2 > 1.0 Ge V 112 0 0 59.6 57.4 
Table 1: Effects of the cuts upon the search for two isolated leptons. Here and in the following tables 
the JETSET prediction is normalized to the 124459 preselected events. 
Cut Events JET SET Efficiency [% J for 
in data prediction 40 GeVjc2 Leptoquark 
electron muon 
tight Preselection 37158 34468 ±186 69.8 
event with p1 > 1.8Ge V 112 144 111 ± 11 61.1 
ident. Lepton 31 27 ± 5 54.6 52.7 
Pmiu > 1.5 Ge V 112 
or PI > 4.0 Ge V 112 5 6± 2 53.1 51.3 
Oacol > 10° 0 1 49.9 48.1 
Table 2: Effects of the cuts upon the search for one isolated lepton. 
Cut Events JETSET Efficiency [%] for 
in data prediction 40 GeVjc2 Leptoquark 
tight Preselection 37158 34468 ±186 60.6 
event with PCD > 1.5GeV112 1140 967 ± 28 39.0 
r candidates 465 384 ± 18 35.8 
track pairs 25 15 ± 4 13.7 
Bacol > 18° 
or P2 > 1.5 Ge V 112 0 2.5 ± 1.4 11.3 
Table 3: Effects of the cuts upon the search for isolated taus. 
12 
mass [GeVjc2J 25 30 35 40 45 typ. stat. error 
X -> electron + quark 
fcc 64.1 63.6 63.1 59.6 57.8 1.5 
€en 39.9 46.4 48.4 49.9 46.8 1.8 
X -> muon + quark 
Ecc 61.8 61.2 60.9 57.4 55.6 1.5 
fen 38.8 44.8 47.6 48.1 45.2 1.8 
X-> T +quark 
Ecc 5.1 8.3 8.6 11.3 10.2 0.7 
€en 21.2 26.3 22.1 17.2 12.1 1.2 
X-> v +quark 
fnn 47.4 50.7 58.3 62.4 66.1 1.6 
Table 4: The lepton selection efficiencies Ecc fen and fnn (in%) as defined in the text, as a function of 
the leptoquark mass. 
Weak . mass limit [GeVJc2] 
isospin T3 Qem X ....., e, p. all BR BR(x ...... r) = 100% BR(x ...... r) =50% 
0 0 -1/3 44.2 41.4 43.2 
0 0 -4/3 45.5 45.0 43.3 
+1 2/3 46.4 45.8 46.1 
1 0 -1/3 44.2 41.4 43.2 
-1 
-4/3 46.3 45.5 46.0 
1/2 +1/2 -2/3 46.2 45.5 45.9 
-1/2 -5/3 45.1 44.0 44.8 
1/2 +1/2 1/3 45.9 45.3 45.5 
-1/2 -2/3 45.7 45.1 45.4 
Table 5: Mass limits for all possible assignments of charge and weak isospin to leptoquarks with 
effective SU(2) X U(1) invariant couplings. The zo coupling of the leptoquarks is given by c" = 
T3 - Q em sin2 ilw [3] . 
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Figures 
Figure 1: a) The inclusive p distribution (multiple entries per event) for all tracks satisfying the quality 
requirements; b) Pmi" distribution (one entry per event) for events with missing momentum passing 
the tight preselection for the data and the expectation from multihadronic events. The expectation 
from a leptoquark of mass 40 GeVfc2 is shown with arbitrary normalisation 
Figure 2: a) Isolation parameter p2 of second isolated track (preselected with Pt > 1.8 GeV and 
satisfying lepton identification criteria): for data, expectation from simulated multihadronic events 
and leptoquarks; b) Effect of the last cut on the acolinearity angle 8acol for the data and the Monte 
Carlo prediction for multihadronic events and leptoquarks. 
c) The acolinearity angle 8acol vs. isolation parameter p; of second isolated track for data (open 
symbols) and leptoquarks. 
Figure 3: a) Mass limit vs. branching ratio for q" = 1/3, T3 = 0; b) Excluded masses and couplings 
in units of lowest coupling ~ sin2 Ow. 
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